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Assignment 23 
 

 

   Please watch Lesson 23 and Tutorial 23 before attempting this assignment. 

 

Part A 

 

1. Taking one word from each row of the word family ‘cloud’, make sentences in simple present.   

          

2. Using the ‘third list of a hundred verbs’, list five verbs which can also be used as nouns.    

                                           
3. In the light of the examples provided in the lecture, explain using your own examples the concept of ‘present 

state of completed action’, and also distinguish it from the ‘action which took place long time back’.  

 

4. Choose five words each from the word families ‘boil’ and ‘radio-lion’, and make simple past and past 

perfect sentences with them.     

 

5. Sentences in past perfect are a little tricky compared to those in present perfect. Explain this observation 

with examples. 
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Part B 

 
Frame the sentences carefully as required. [Use discretion regarding articles.] 

 

[have]     = have / has / had / will have 

[3rd]       = given / taken / sold / loved / bought / brought / written / … 

[Details] on where / when / why / how / what / whom / by whom / …  

 

 

 Subject [have] [3rd] Type [Details] 

 

1 weather forecast   present, interrogative  

2 tourists   future, negative  

3 experiments    past, positive  

4    future, query: who  

5 struggle   present, positive  

6 amusement park   past, interrogative  

7 the instrument   past, negative  

8 his wardrobe    present, negative  
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9 crops   future, interrogative  

10 change of venue   past, positive  

11 women   future, negative  

12 government   present, interrogative  

13 team   past, negative  

14 progress   present, query: what  

15 questions   future, interrogative  

16 secretary   past, query: which  

17 news-reporter   present, positive  

18 the guests   present, negative  

19 monument   future, positive  

20 agitation   past, positive  

 


